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MRFMHA Arena Procedures and Capacity Limits (updated December 3, 2020): 

The capacity limits will depend on the arena, the age group and the activity as outlined below: 

 All Arenas 
o Teams should review the facility’s operational plan prior to attending the facility 

o While at the arenas, a minimum of 6 feet/2 metres social distancing is to be 
maintained AT ALL TIMES between participants, event staff and employees, outside 
the field of play.  

o Participants are required to maintain social distancing of 3 metres while on the field 
of play 

o As of December 3, all players must be 18 years of age or younger to participate 

o Sessions are to be focused on skill development only - physical distancing must be 
maintained at all times 

o Event Staff will be responsible for maintaining and enforcing social distancing for their 
individual groups at all times. Failure to do so, may result in your group not being 
permitted entry to facilities and/or forfeiture of ice time.  

o Participants are asked to wait in vehicles until scheduled entry time.  
o Groups may not enter the facilities unless greeted by arena staff. There will be no early 

admittance to the facilities 
o Teams should enter and exit the arena together 
o It is highly recommended participants arrive & depart from the facility dressed with the 

majority of their equipment on in order to limit the amount of time in the dressing rooms 
o U7/U9 volunteers are permitted entry to help children with skates and must leave 

immediately afterwards. They will be permitted back in at the scheduled end time to 
assist with children.  

o With exception for U9/U7 volunteers, there will be no coming and going. If you exit 
the facility you will not be permitted back in. 

o Teams are responsible for ensuring the required health assessments are completed for all 
individuals entering the facility in accordance with their association’s procedures. 

o Masks are mandatory for everyone in the arena, except for players/coaches while on the 
field of play, for additional clarity: 

 Team officials on the players’ bench must wear masks 
 Back-up goalies should wear masks under their helmet while sitting on the 

players’ bench 
o Each practice time slot will be provided access to 4 dressing rooms 

 Dressing room capacity will vary by rink due to dressing room size 
 Teams must adhere to the maximum number of players per dressing room 

o Exceeding the facility’s limits is not an option.  Any teams exceeding the limits will be 
liable for any fines and will be subject to disciplinary action 

 Pitt Meadows Arena Complex – Practices 
o Maximum of 50 users 
o Maximum of 1 team per ice slot 
o On ice: 

 Maximum of 26 users (includes players, coaches, on ice helpers etc.) 
 Maximum of 22 players  
 Maximum of 4 coaches, on ice helpers etc  
 The limits are not interchangeable 

o Off ice: 
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 No spectators 
 Maximum of 5 Event Staff: 

 Maximum of 1 Manager 

 Maximum of 1 HCSP 

 Maximum of 3 dressing room volunteers 
o Teams must adhere to the “two-deep” rule, one of which 

must be female 
o Minimum of 1 HCSP (on or off ice) 
o If space permits based on the absolute maximum of 50 users: 1 parent for 

each U7/U9 player will be considered essential volunteers and will be permitted 
access to the arena before and after practice to ensure their daughter reaches her 
destination, is under supervision of the team officials and to help with equipment, 
skates etc. All parents must leave the arena once practice starts. 
 

 Pitt Meadows Arena Complex – Games/Scrimmages 
o Not permitted 

 Planet Ice - All Sessions 
o Safety Ambassador 

 Each group must appoint a Safety Ambassador for each session. 
 The team’s Safety Ambassador will meet the arena Host at the 

entrance door 15 minutes prior to the ice time. If no Safety 
Ambassador is in attendance the group will be unable to enter the facility. 
It is the responsibility of the team’s Safety Ambassador to manage the 
entrance door once the arena attendant has opened the entrance door. 

 The Safety Ambassador must remain at the front entrance until all 
participants and officials have entered. 

 Following a U7/U9 session the Safety Ambassador will need to be at the 
front entrance to let parents / guardians in to assist with removal of 
athlete’s equipment. The arena host will indicate when they can enter. All 
parents / guardians are to enter all at once. This will occur with 1-minute 
left in the ice session.  

 The teams Safety Ambassador must be easily identifiable (orange arm 
band, lanyard, clipboard etc.)  
 

 Planet Ice - Practices 
o Maximum of 50 users 
o Maximum of 1 team per ice slot 
o Minimum of 1 HCSP (on or off ice) 
o Minimum of 1 Safety Ambassador 

 See “All Sessions” above for additional information 
 This role will be covered by either the Manager, HCSP or a dressing room 

volunteer 
o On ice: 

 Maximum of 25 users (includes players, coaches, on ice helpers etc.) 
 Maximum of 21 players  
 Maximum of 4 coaches, on ice helpers etc  
 The limits are not interchangeable 

o Off ice: 
 No spectators 
 Maximum of 2 Event Staff: 
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 Maximum of 1 Manager 

 Maximum of 2 dressing room volunteers 
o Teams must adhere to the “two-deep” rule, one of which 

must be female 
 If space permits based on the absolute maximum of 50 users: 1 

parent for each U7/U9 player will be considered essential volunteers and 
will be permitted access to the arena before and after practice to ensure 
their daughter reaches her destination, is under supervision of the team 
officials and to help with equipment, skates etc. All parents must leave the 
arena once practice starts. 
 

 Planet Ice – Games/Scrimmages 
o Not permitted 
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PREAMBLE 

At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Pitt Meadows Arena Complex was instructed by the Office 

of the Chief Medical Officer of Health for the Province of British Columbia and the City of Pitt Meadows 

to close the facility on March 16, 2020 to the public until further notice. These instructions have been 

adhered to and a Phased Re-Opening Plan has been created to document all protocols and guidelines for 

patrons and staff to adhere to. This document has been created by Scott Mosby, General Manager of 

the Pitt Meadows Arena Complex.  The plan will be constantly monitored by all facility Managers with 

the General Manager having final authority to revise.  It is of paramount importance when re-opening to 

mitigate both potential exposure to the COVID-19 virus and liability to the facility. 

 

COVID-19 

“The novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), also known as COVID-19 is highly transmissible via respiratory 

droplets. As of May 1, 2020, there are 30,104 confirmed cases of SARS-CoV-2 in Canada, 1531 (5%) are 

in persons less than 19 years of age. Twenty-two persons (1%) have been admitted to hospital, and two 

(<1%) have been admitted to the ICU nationally, without any fatalities.1 Complimentary data from the 

United States shows that of 2,572 children with confirmed COVID-19, the mortality was 0.1%. 

There is evidence that physical activity, in the form of organized sport, is beneficial for the physical 

health, cognitive function, and mental health.” (West Vancouver Minor Hockey Association, "Restarting 

Minor Hockey during the COVID-19 Pandemic, May 7, 2020) 

 

 RE-OPENING  

Pitt Meadows Arena Complex will allow a soft opening which will allow for some activity to return to the 

facility. In partnership with the City of Pitt Meadows, BCRPA, ViaSport guidelines, Local Sports 

Organizations and recommendations from the Provincial Health Office (PHO) we will adhere to the limit 

of persons allowed in the facility for each activity.  Moving forward we will also follow these directions 

and will loosen the protocols as permitted. 
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PMAC will adhere to the gathering guidelines set out by PHO. 

While on the premises of PITT MEADOWS ARENA COMPLEX, a minimum of 6 feet/2 metres social 

distancing is to be maintained AT ALL TIMES between participants, event staff and employees, both 

on and off the ice.  

Face masks required in all areas outside field of play as of October 12th, 2020. 

No Spectators permitted as of October 16th, 2020. 

Off-ice warm-ups will not be permitted inside the facility.   

The lobby area will be restricted to flow through traffic only. 

Dressing Rooms are available for use & marked for social distancing. 

Dressing Room toilets and sinks will be accessible. Showers are not available for use. 

Lobby Washrooms will not be open to the general public.  Please use designated washrooms only. 

F&B will remain closed to program participants and spectators. Food & Beverage service will be 

evaluated on an ongoing basis and will only operate when it is deemed to be safe to do so for both staff 

and guests. 

No food & beverage to be brought into the facility.  Personal (filled at home) water bottles for 

participation in activity will be exempt.  Water fill stations are not accessible. 

Ice rinks start and finish times will be staggered to ensure event traffic only.  

Timing and frequency for floods will be determined by NRI management group in consultation with user 

groups. 

 

ICE HOCKEY / RINGETTE RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

GOVERNED SPORTS   

 

Follow PSO and ViaSport Return to Sport Phase 2 guidelines.  

 

Field of Play numbers shall not exceed the limit of 22 Athletes in total. Maximum 4 Coaches. 

 

U9 is permitted 3 coaches maximum per team. 
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PERMISSABLE EVENT STAFF:           

1 HCSP        

1 Team Manager      

3 Dressing Room Volunteers     

LSO’s are responsible for ensuring that all Event Staff are certified as per governing PSO. 

PRIVATE USERS  

 

Field of Play numbers shall not exceed the limit of 22 Athletes in total. Maximum 4 Coaches. 

 

Scrimmages, games and contact activities are not permitted at this time. 

 

PERMISSIBLE EVENT STAFF: 

5 Off Ice Volunteers  

Permissible Event Staff must meet terms of Users Covid-19 Safety Plan. 

 

FIGURE SKATING / RECREATIONAL SKATING RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

GOVERNED SPORTS  

 

Follow PSO and ViaSport Return to Sport Phase 2 guidelines.  

 

On ice numbers shall not exceed the limit of 22 Athletes in total. Maximum 4 Coaches. 

 

PERMISSIBLE EVENT STAFF: 

5 Off Ice Volunteers 

LSO’s are responsible for ensuring that all Event Staff are certified as per governing PSO. 

 

 

PRIVATE USERS  

 

No pairs or dance permitted. 

 

On ice numbers shall not exceed the limit of 22 Athletes in total. Maximum 4 Coaches. 

 

PERMISSIBLE EVENT STAFF: 

5 Off Ice Volunteers  

Permissible Event Staff must meet terms of Users Covid-19 Safety Plan. 

 

There will be no leisure / recreational / public skating ice slots until further notice. 
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PITT MEADOWS ARENA COMPLEX WILL CONTINUE TO EMPLOY THE FOLLOWING 

SANITIZATION PRACTICES 

• While on the premises of PITT MEADOWS ARENA COMPLEX, a minimum of 6 feet/2 metres 

social distancing is to be maintained between participants, event staff and employees, both on 

and off the ice.  

• Frequent cleaning and disinfecting of all commonly touched surfaces such as interior and 

exterior door handles, railings, and ice rink gate handles. 

• Common areas (Lobby, stairs, mezzanine, counters, etc.) and washrooms (faucets, hand-dryers, 

counters, urinals and toilets) to be cleaned, sanitized and recorded on a regular basis 

throughout the day. 

• Sanitizing staging areas and dressing rooms (if used) between each user group. 

• Signage will be posted throughout the facility to emphasize to Guests & Staff the importance of 

frequent handwashing and proper hygiene practices.  

• Floor markings, decals and signage will be used where necessary to indicate physical distancing, 

directional foot traffic, no entry zones and other restrictions pertinent to reopening. 

• Handwashing and sanitizing stations will be available in designated areas. 

• PITT MEADOWS ARENA COMPLEX will journalize and document 

a. Any employee symptoms of illness 

b. Regular, daily, hourly and ‘as needed’ cleaning and disinfecting within the facility 

 

SANITATION PRACTICE FOR REMOVAL OF BODILY FLUIDS 

• Employees will always wear disposable gloves and mask to protect themselves when cleaning 

blood or bodily fluids.  

• Access to the area should be restricted. 

• Disposable absorbents will be used to soak up the blood/liquid.  

• All visibly soiled surfaces should be cleaned before disinfection. 

• The surface must be disinfected with the appropriate solution and be allowed to dry naturally. 

• After cleaning, employees must promptly disinfect mops and any other cleaning equipment; 

otherwise, any potential virus may be spread to other areas.   

• Workers must remove any protective equipment and wash their hands before returning to 

work. 
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BOOKING PROCESS 

Due to operating limited rentable spaces, we may not be able to meet your need for ice / space.  We will 

work with your group to find what is feasible with less ice times possible. 

• Ice / rental contracts will be provided once rental times are agreed to. 

• User groups will have to provide proof of insurance (where applicable) prior to participating in 

any activity at the Pitt Meadows Arena Complex. 

• User groups will sign the agreed to contract, and payment in full for your ice time will be 

required upon agreement.  At this time, we will only take payments by credit card, debit card or 

cheque, no cash payments permitted. 

• User groups will be provided a copy of the PITT MEADOWS ARENA COMPLEX  COVID-19 

Operational Plan and signed that they have read and agreed to the plan.  It is the 

responsibility of the individual renting the ice times to disseminate the information to all of their 

users and that they clearly understand the protocols in place and what to expect before arriving 

at the facility. 

ANY GROUPS USING THE FACILITY MUST HAVE AN OPERATIONAL ACTION PLAN IN PLACE PRIOR TO 

BOOKING ANY ICE TIME AND BEING ALLOWED USE OF THE FACILITY. INDIVIDUAL ICE RENTAL USERS 

MUST ABIDE BY THE FACILITY OPERATIONAL PLAN AND GUIDELINES. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL PARTICIPANTS & EVENT STAFF WILL BE REQUIRED TO ABIDE BY THE FOLLOWING 

PROCEDURES AND GUIDELINES 
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• While on the premises of PITT MEADOWS ARENA COMPLEX, a minimum of 6 feet/2 metres 

social distancing is to be maintained AT ALL TIMES between participants, event staff and 

employees, both on and off the ice.  

• THERE IS TO BE ABSOLUTELY NO LOITERING ON FRONT STAIRS AND WALKWAY!!!  

• Event Staff will be responsible for maintaining and enforcing social distancing for their 

individual groups at all times. They are also responsible for assisting athletes to exit facility in 

the 10min time frame. Failure to do so, may result in your group not being permitted entry to 

facility and/or forfeiture of ice time.  

• Event Staff are also responsible for assisting in the safe orderly evacuation of athletes should a 

facility emergency occur. 

• As of October 12th, Face Masks are required to be worn upon entry to facility and worn in all 

areas outside the field of play.  Event Staff will be responsible for ensuring all group members 

are wearing face masks prior to entry.   

• As of October 16th, 2020, Spectators will no longer be permitted in the building.   

• Participants are asked to wait in vehicles until scheduled entry time. 

• Groups may not enter the facility unless greeted by a Facility Host.  The Host will then direct 

groups to appropriate rink.  There will be no early admittance to the Facility. 

• U9 volunteers are permitted entry to help children with skates and must leave immediately 

afterwards. They will be permitted back in at the scheduled end time to assist with children. 

• With exception for U9 volunteers, there will be no coming and going. If you exit the facility you 

will not be permitted back in. 

• User groups will only be permitted in the building no earlier than 15 minutes prior to their 

activity/ice time.  There is to be no crossing of paths between user groups. 

• User groups must exit from dressing rooms/rink within 10 minutes after their session.   

• It is highly recommended participants arrive & depart from the facility dressed with the majority 

of their equipment on.   

• Off-ice warm-ups will not be permitted inside the facility.   

• Participants will all use their own water bottles – absolutely no sharing! Please fill at home as 

water fill stations are not available. 

• No spitting! 

• Dressing Room Showers will not be in use. 

• The Lobby Area will be restricted to flow through traffic only. 

• Designated Washrooms will be open but limited to one person at a time to ensure social 

distancing & sanitization protocols are in place.  Chrysler Rink will have access to hallway 

washrooms, VW Rink will have access to lobby washrooms & Fiat Rink has its own washrooms. 

• Frequent hand washing by patrons is recommended.   

• MOST IMPORTANTLY … If a participant, parent, guardian, or coach have recently travelled 

outside the country and have not cleared 14 days of self-quarantine or if a participant, parent, 

guardian, or coach are experiencing any COVID-19 symptoms or have had close contact with 

someone who has COVID-19 like symptoms, DO NOT PARTICPATE OR ENTER THE FACILTY. 
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EMPLOYEE SCREENING 

In effort to screen employees prior to entering the facility we will implement a passive screening process 

that requires all employees to fill a questionnaire prior to the start of their shift.  This process will follow 

Provincial work safe guidelines. 

We will also follow City of Pitt Meadows guidelines on safe work practices where applicable and work 

with the City of Pitt Meadows Health and Safety officer as well any local, Joint Health and Safety 

Committee 

 

ILLNESSES OR SYMPTOMS WITH BOTH STAFF AND EVENT STAFF/PARTICIPANTS 

Event Staff / Participant – Should any event staff / participant develop symptoms during their time in 

the facility, they will be given a disposal face mask to wear and the staff interacting with them will wear 

one as well. The individual will be asked to leave the facility immediately and instructed to contact 811 

as soon as they get home as recommended by the Office of the Chief Medical Officer of Health for the 

Province of British Columbia. Should they be tested and found positive for COVID-19, we will follow the 

communication protocols listed below.  

Staff – If a Staff member develops symptoms of COVID-19 they will be asked to immediately put on their 

community face mask and go to the designated health area. From there a Manager will advise them to 

go home, contact 811 and log the information, following their recommendations. Should they be 

recommended for testing and found positive, we will follow the communication protocols listed below.  

One confirmed case of COVID-19 (Individual who tests positive for the virus causing COVID-19); OR Two 

or more suspect cases of COVID-19 may lead to facility closure.
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Suspect Case: 

• An individual that has 2 or more of the following symptoms:  

o fever or signs of fever,  

o new cough or worsening chronic cough,  

o runny nose,  

o headache,  

o sore throat,  

o new onset of fatigue,  

o new onset of muscle pain,  

o diarrhea or  

o loss of taste or smell; or  

• An individual displaying purple fingers or toes even as the only symptom. 

The facility cannot reopen until advised by Public Health. Regional Public Health will be involved to 

manage the outbreak and ensure contacts are identified; public health measures are in place and will 

lead any communication that is required. 

 

COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS  

Should there be a single confirmed case or two suspected cases of COVID-19 of staff and/or event 

staff/participants, we will immediately contact Public Health as well as Senior Management for Nustadia 

Recreation Inc. and partner members of the Facility Management Review Team.  

We will notify The City of Pitt Meadows of any suspected or confirmed cases. 

Our protocol will be that if anyone at the facility is diagnosed with COVID that we will notify and follow 

any/all recommendations from Public Health at that time.  We will also make initial contact with the 

User group by email as they are responsible for releasing their contact tracing information to us and ask 

for them to confirm receipt of email. For those who do not confirm receipt we will follow up by phone.   

Facility Management must follow the direction of Public Health who may complete this process. 
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STAFF CONTACTS 
 

Scott Mosby, General Manager 

Email: smosby@pittmeadowsarena.com 

Cell: 778-879-0487  

Office: 604-460-1531 

 

Jodi Johnson, Office Manager 

Email: jjohnson@pittmeadowsarena.com 

Cell: 604-999-5676 

Office: 604-460-1531 

 

 

 

It's important to understand that this is not “business as usual”.  We are venturing into a “new normal” 

with these procedures.  Our goal is to create a safe and healthy environment for staff and users by 

making the necessary adjustments to help limit the risk of exposure to COVID-19.  We are confident that 

by adhering to the above noted policies and procedures, while continuing to work with ViaSport, the 

Provincial Health Office and the City of Pitt Meadows that we can safely remain open and operate the 

PITT MEADOWS ARENA COMPLEX. 
 

Submitted by:  

 

 

 

Scott Mosby 

General Manager 

Pitt Meadows Arena Complex 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

COVID-19 PLAN PHASE 12 

 

December 3, 2020  

 

Please know that we are committed to providing you with a safe environment that aligns with WorkSafeBC 
protocols to ensure that the risk of exposure to the virus that causes COVID-19 is always minimized. Our 
current COVID-19 plan is guided by local and public health authorities including the Provincial Health Order 
issued December 2, 2020.  

Protective measures we are taking to ensure the health and safety of everyone at Planet Ice: 

Increased cleaning 

 

• Starting with our public spaces and high-traffic areas, we are going above and beyond our normal 
protocols. We are cleaning surfaces with increased frequency, dedicated staff, and all done by the 
recommended cleaning agents. 

• Following each group using the arena there is a 30-minute break between ice users to ensure all high 
traffic touch points can be thoroughly sanitized. This includes all benches, players gates, dressing 
rooms, door handles, and washroom areas.   

 
Hand sanitizer 
 
• We have hand sanitizer available at the main entrance of the facility and in various locations 

throughout the facility.  We encourage you to use it as you enter Planet Ice. 
 

Entering the Facility  
 
• We ask that you arrive on time, however, please do not arrive early, as participants and guests will 

only be allowed to access the facility 15 minutes prior to their scheduled ice time. 
• When you arrive at the arena 15 minutes before your ice time, please line up at the main entrance 

and ensure you are appropriately physically distancing yourself from others.  
 
Mandatory Use of Face Mask or Face Covering 
 

• All employees, visitors, and customers are required to wear a mask or face covering upon entering 
and remaining within any Planet Ice Facility. The mask or face covering must cover the nose, mouth, 
and chin.  

• Temporary removal of the mask or face covering is permitted for the following purposes:  
o On ice participation and players benches (Field of Play).  
o Within the dressing room, only when a helmet is being worn. When an athlete’s helmet is 

removed, the athlete will wear a face mask or face covering.  
o While at a table dining at Boomers Bar & Grill.  
o For any emergency or medical purpose.  
o Persons entering or remaining in the facility without a mask or face covering will be given a 

verbal reminder of the policy’s masking requirement. Failure to comply will result in person 
being banned from the facility and group suspended.  



 

 
 
 
 
Social Distancing 
 

• The guided markers and signage in public spaces will remind our guests to maintain the physical 
distancing of 2 meters of at all times while in the facility. 

• One of our staff members will be present at the main entrance to manage your check in.  

• On ice and on players benches social distancing is mandatory. 
o To mitigate the spread of COVID on the ice surface, FULL EQUIPMENT including helmets with 

cages/shields are recommended to be worn by all players. 
o All players must adhere to appropriate hygiene and handwashing protocols prior to playing and 

going on the ice. 
o Players should be social distancing from each other in all other shared spaces within the arena. 

 

Exiting the Facility  
 
• Following the completion of your session players and guardians will have 10 minutes to exit the facility 

following the end of their session. 
• At Planet Ice Coquitlam - you will exit the facility through the side exit at your designated arena. 
• At Planet Ice Delta - you will exit the facility the same way you entered. 
• At Planet Ice Maple Ridge – you will exit the facility the same way you entered. 

 
Washrooms  
 

• At Planet Ice Coquitlam, the downstairs lobby washrooms are available.  

• At Planet Ice Delta, the upstairs lobby washrooms, and the washrooms in the concession on the 
downstairs level are available.  For Coaches and Athletes, the officials room designated on your rink. 

• At Planet Ice Maple Ridge, the downstairs lobby washrooms are available.  

• Please note that no gathering in lobby spaces will be permitted. 
 

 

Dressing Rooms 

• Masks are mandatory until helmets are on to exit dressing room. 

• There will be no showers or washrooms inside the dressing rooms. 

• At Planet Ice Coquitlam groups can utilize up to 4 dressing rooms per booking.  

• At Planet Ice Delta groups can utilize 2 dressing rooms per booking.   

• At Planet Ice Maple Ridge groups can utilize 2 dressing rooms per booking.  

• There are marked sections for each athlete to use to social distance.  
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Maximum Number of Participants – Private Groups 

 

• Private Adults Groups (Games) – NOT PERMITTED 

 

• Private Youth Groups (Practices) - A maximum of 25 participants in the field of play per rink.  This 

includes athletes & coaches.  Shooting, passing, skating drills are permitted. Social Distancing is 

always mandatory.  No scrimmages or battle and compete drills. For practice sessions 2 Event Staff 

are also permitted.  (No Spectators) 

 

• Private Youth Groups (Games) – NOT PERMITTED 

 

• Public Programs – A Maximum of 30 participants.  This includes 26 skaters & 4 on ice staff.  (No 

Spectators) 

 
Maximum Number of Participants – Governed Sports 

 

• Hockey & Ringette (Practices) – A maximum of 25 participants in the field of play per rink.  This 

includes athletes & coaches.  Shooting, passing, skating drills are permitted. Social Distancing is 

always mandatory.  No scrimmages or battle and compete drills. For practice sessions 2 Event Staff 

are also permitted.  (No Spectators) 

 

• Hockey & Ringette (Games) – NOT PERMITTED 

 

• Skating Clubs (Training Sessions) – A maximum of 25 participants in the field of play per rink.  This 

includes athletes & coaches.  Social Distancing is always mandatory.  For training sessions 2 Event 

Staff are also permitted.  (No Spectators) 

 

Event Staff 
 

• Event staff includes scorekeepers, timekeepers, managers, safety person / trainer, videographer & 
dressing room / essential volunteers. 

• Event Staff not involved in game play must sit or stand in the designated sections that are 
appropriately socially distanced from the next person. 

• There is no in and out privileges for participants or event staff.  If you leave during ice session you 
are unable to re-enter. 

• There is no swapping of participants or event staff during your ice session. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

     

 

Assisting Athletes 

• U9 (2012) & Younger 1 parent / guardian per athlete may assist with equipment before & after ice 
sessions.  Must vacate once session starts and can re-enter 1 minute before session ends.  They will 
be let in by the groups Safety Ambassador once our Host has approved. 

• U11 (2010) & Younger GOALIE DEVELOPMENT 1 parent / guardian per athlete may assist with 
equipment before & after ice sessions.  Must vacate once session starts and can re-enter 1 minute 
before session ends. They will be let in by the groups Safety Ambassador once our Host has 
approved. 

• No siblings are permitted within the facilities.   
 
 
Safety Ambassador Mandatory 
 

• Each group must appoint a Safety Ambassador for each team as part of their Return to Sport. 

• The team’s Safety Ambassador will screen for illness prior to entering the arena including athletes, 
coaches, event staff and on ice officials. 

• The team’s Safety Ambassador will meet the arena Host at the entrance door 15 minutes prior to 
the ice time. If no Safety Ambassador is in attendance the group will be unable to enter the facility.  
It is the responsibility of the team’s Safety Ambassador to manage the entrance door once the arena 
attendant has opened the entrance door.  The Safety Ambassador must remain at the front entrance 
until all participants, event staff and officials have entered. 

• Following a U9 (2012) & younger session the Safety Ambassador will need to be at the front entrance 
to let parents / guardians in to assist with removal of athlete’s equipment.  Our Host will indicate 
when they can enter.  All parents / guardians are to enter all at once.  This will occur with 1-minute 
left in the ice session. 

• Following a U11 (2010) & younger GOALIE DEVELOPMENT session the Safety Ambassador will need 
to be at the front entrance to let parents / guardians in to assist with removal of athlete’s equipment.  
Our Host will indicate when they can enter.  All parents / guardians are to enter all at once.  This will 
occur with 1-minute left in the ice session. 

• The team’s Safety Ambassador will maintain a record of names and phone numbers for those persons 
entering the arena.  This information will be made available to the Public Health Authority upon 
request for the contact tracing purposes. 

• The team’s Safety Ambassador will enforce the facility and LSO guidelines. 

• The teams Safety Ambassador must be easily identifiable i.e. Clipboard and lanyard. 

 

 

Persons who choose to not follow our restrictions will be 

suspended from the building for 30 days. 

 

 

If you have recently travelled outside of the country and have not cleared the required 14 days of self-

quarantine, or if you are experiencing any COVID-19 or flu-like symptoms, or if you have had any contact 

with someone who has COVID-19-like symptoms, PLEASE DO NOT PARTICIPATE OR ENTER THE FACILTY.   


